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Radiation from a simple wire antenna, such as a dipole, is a topic discussed in many courses on
electromagnetism. These discussions are almost always restricted to harmonic time dependence. A
time-harmonic current distribution is assumed on the wire, and the time-harmonic radiated field is
determined. The purpose of this paper is to show that simple wire antennas with a general excitation,
e.g., a pulse in time, can be analyzed easily using approximations no worse than those used with
time-harmonic excitation, viz. an assumed current distribution. Expressions are obtained for the
electromagnetic field of the current that apply at any point in space~in the near zone as well as in
the far zone!. The analysis in the time domain provides physical understanding not readily available
from the time-harmonic analysis. In addition, an interesting analogy can be drawn between the
radiation from these antennas when excited by a short pulse of current and the radiation from a
moving point charge. ©2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic radiation is a fundamental topic discus
in most undergraduate and graduate courses on electro
netism. The basic formulas for radiation, that is, the integr
that give the potentials and field for a specified distribut
of charge and current, are illustrated by application to so
standard problems. Arguably, the most important of thes
the radiation from a point charge moving along a prescrib
trajectory. With reference to Fig. 1~a!, at the observation
point P, the electric field of the point chargeq moving with
velocity v and accelerationa is1

E~r ,t !5Ev1Ea

5
q

4pe0
F ~12v2/c2!~R̂q2v/c!

Rq
2~12R̂q"v/c!3 G

tr

1
q

4pe0c2 H R̂qÃ@~R̂q2v/c!Ãa#

Rq~12R̂q"v/c!3 J
tr

. ~1!

wheret r is the retarded time

t r5t2Rq~ t r !/c. ~2!

Here, the vectorsrq and r locate the charge and the obse
vation point, respectively, andRq5r2rq . The electric field
in ~1! is split into two components: the velocity field,Ev ,
and the acceleration field,Ea . The latter is proportional to
the acceleration and accounts for the radiation from
charge, that is, for the portion of the field that falls off
1/Rq . From ~1!, it is clear that the temporal behavior of th
radiated electric field depends directly on the temporal
havior of the velocity and acceleration at an earlier time~re-
tarded time!. The directional characteristics of the radiatio
field depend upon the relative orientation of the velocity a
the acceleration. This is illustrated for two cases:brems-
strahlungin Fig. 1~b! wherea is parallel tov, andsynchro-
tron radiation in Fig. 1~c! wherea is perpendicular tov. For
both cases, the velocity is relativistic,b5v/c50.9. The ra-
diation for the former is a narrow conical beam with a null
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the direction of the velocity, while the radiation for the latt
is a narrow pencil beam with a maximum in the direction
the velocity.

A second problem often examined is the practically i
portant one of radiation from thin-wire antennas. The disc
sion usually begins with a calculation of the radiation fro
the simple dipole or linear antenna shown in Fig. 2. In te
books, the excitation for the antenna is taken, almost inv
ably, to be time harmonic with the angular frequencyv, and
the distribution for the axial current along the arms of t
antenna, each of lengthh, is assumed to be a standing wave2

I ~z,t !5Re@ I ~z!ej vt#, ~3!

where the phasor for the current is

I ~z!5I 0

sin@k0~h2uzu!#
sin~k0h!

U~h2uzu!, ~4!

k05v/c52p/l0 , andU is the Heaviside unit-step function
The phasor for the radiated or far-zone electric field~the field
in the limit ask0r→`! for this current is3

Er~r !5
j m0cI0

2pr
e2 jk0rFcos~k0h cosu!2cos~k0h!

sin~k0h!sinu G û. ~5!

For the special case of a dipole one-half wavelength lo
(2h5l0/2, or k0h5p/2!, the magnitude of this field is sim
ply

uEr~r !u5
m0cuI 0u

2pr Ucos@~p/2!cosu#

sinu U, ~6!

and the field pattern~a polar plot ofuEr u vs u! is the familiar
figure eight.

It is interesting to compare the two examples of elect
magnetic radiation outlined above. For the moving po
charge, the radiation at every point in space can be ass
ated with the motion of the charge at a particular, ear
time. Thus, a physical understanding can be established
links characteristics of the radiation with elements of t
motion. For the dipole antenna with time-harmonic exci
tion, the current essentially has existed on the antenna
ever. The field at any point in space is a superposition of
fields due to the current at all points along the antenna;
288jp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Fig. 1. ~a! Trajectory for the moving
point charge and the coordinates use
in evaluating the electromagnetic field
Directional characteristics~power ra-
diated per unit solid angle! for the ra-
diation from the point charge when~b!
the acceleration is parallel to the ve
locity, and ~c! the acceleration is per-
pendicular to the velocity.b5v/c
50.9.
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current at each point, of course, is evaluated at a diffe
earlier time. Thus, a one-to-one relationship cannot be es
lished between characteristics of the radiation and the cur
at a particular point on the antenna. It would be instructive

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing showing the standing-wave dipole antenna
the coordinates used in evaluating the electromagnetic field.
289 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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have a model for the antenna, similar to that for the mov
point charge, that allows this correspondence.

In an earlier treatment, the author introduced the topic
radiation from wire antennas from a time-doma
perspective—the current on the antenna was assumed to
pulse in time.4 The radiated field of this current is no mor
difficult to obtain than for the current with harmonic tim
dependence; however, the physical understanding that ca
obtained from this field is much greater. Several characte
tics of the radiated field of the pulse-excited wire antenna
analogous to those for the radiated field of the moving po
charge. Thus, this approach strengthens the physical un
standing of electromagnetic radiation obtained when the
problems are treated in the same course. In the earlier tr
ment, only the radiated or far-zone field of the wire anten
was obtained. In this paper, the treatment is extended to
clude the field at all points in space. With this extension,
wave fronts near the antenna can be graphed and use
further the understanding of the process of radiation.

In Sec. II of the paper, we obtain exact expressions for
complete electromagnetic field~near field and far field! of an
assumed, filamentary current distribution that we call theba-
sic traveling-wave element. For illustrative purposes, the ex
citation for the element is chosen to be a Gaussian puls
current/charge in time. In Sec. III, we show how the field
a wire antenna of general shape can be obtained as a s
position of the fields of a group of basic traveling-wave e

nd
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ments. In Secs. IV and V, this methodology is used to obt
the fields of a standing-wave dipole antenna and travel
wave and standing-wave loop antennas. Throughout the
per, graphical results are used to illustrate the analogy
tween the radiation from these antennas when excited b
short pulse of current/charge and the radiation from a m
ing point charge.

II. THE BASIC TRAVELING-WAVE ELEMENT

To begin, we will introduce a structure that we call th
basic traveling-wave element. This element is the build
block out of which we will construct all other wire antenna
It can be thought of as an idealized model for a practi
traveling-wave antenna.

The geometry for the basic traveling-wave element a
the associated coordinates are shown in Fig. 3. The elem
of length h is aligned with thez axis. There is a source o
currentI s(t) at the bottom of the element and a perfect t
mination at the top of the element. We will assume tha
traveling wave of current~a pulse! leaves the source an
propagates along the element at the speed of light,c, until it
reaches the termination, where it is totally absorbed. T
the distribution for the axial current along the element
simply5

I ~z,t !5I s~ t2z/c!@U~z!2U~z2h!#, ~7!

and the charge per unit length on the element, as obtaine
Appendix A, is

Q~z,t !5Qs~ t2z/c!@U~z!2U~z2h!#1q0~ t !d~z!

1qh~ t !d~z2h!, ~8!

where

Qs~ t !5I s~ t !/c, q0~ t !52E
t852`

t

I s~ t8!dt8,

~9!

qh~ t !5E
t852`

t

I s~ t82h/c!dt8,

and d is the Dirac delta function. The three terms in~8!
represent a traveling wave of positive charge,Qs , propagat-
ing along the element at the speed of light, negative cha
q0 , that is left behind at the lower end as the pulse of po
tive charge leaves the source~the element is always electr

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing showing the basic traveling-wave element
the coordinates used in evaluating the electromagnetic field.
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cally neutral!, and positive charge,qh , that accumulates a
the upper end as the pulse enters the termination.

The complete electromagnetic field of this current/cha
is obtained in Appendix B:6

E~r ,t !5
1

4pe0
Fq0~ t2r /c!

r 2 r̂ 1
qh~ t2r h /c!

r h
2 r̂ h

1
cot~u/2!I s~ t2r /c!

cr
û

2
cot~uh/2!I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

crh
ûhG , ~10!

B~r ,t !5
m0

4p Fcot~u/2!I s~ t2r /c!

r

2
cot~uh/2!I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

r h
G ŵ. ~11!

Notice that two spherical coordinate systems are used in
description of this field; they are shown in Fig. 3: the syste
r, u, w with origin at the bottom of the element, and th
systemr h ,uh ,wh with origin at the top of the element. Th
azimuthal coordinate is the same in both systems, soŵh

5ŵ.
In the limit asr→`, or more precisely asr /ct→` where

t is a characteristic time associated with the duration of
current, ~10! and ~11! simplify to become the radiated o
far-zone field of the element:

Er~r ,t !5
m0c sinu

4pr ~12cosu!
$I s~ t2r /c!

2I s@ t2r /c2~h/c!~12cosu!#%û, ~12!

Br~r ,t !5
1

c
r̂ÃEr~r ,t !. ~13!

In the examples that follow, the current of the source
~7! is assumed to be a Gaussian pulse of the form

I s~ t !5I 0e2~ t/t!2
, ~14!

wheret is the characteristic time. The time for light to trav
the length of the element ista5h/c. In the examples, we
will choose t/ta50.076; then, the width of the pulse i
space is approximately one-fourth of the length of the e
ment ~four pulses fit along the element!.

Figure 4 shows the electric field surrounding the travelin
wave element at three times:t/ta50.5, 1.5, and 2.5. Here
the logarithm of the magnitude of the electric field,uEu, is
plotted on a gray scale, and the range for the values ofuEu
displayed is 100:1.7 The pulse of current/charge travels u
the element until it reaches the termination where it is
sorbed. In Fig. 4~a!, the pulse is halfway up the element, an
in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, the pulse has been absorbed by t
termination. A spherical wave frontW1 , centered atz50, is
produced when the pulse leaves the source, and a se
spherical wave frontW2 , centered atz5h, is produced
when the pulse is absorbed by the termination. These w
fronts travel outward from the ends of the element at
speed of light. Notice in Fig. 4~c! that there are strong elec
tric fields about the source and the termination not associ
with these wave fronts. The traveling-wave element is el

d
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trically neutral, so negative charge remains at the source a
the pulse of positive charge leaves, and positive charge
cumulates at the termination as the pulse arrives. Th
charges produce static electric fields about the two end
the element.

Figure 5~a! is a drawing detailing the scheme we will us
for plotting the radiated or far-zone electric field. A spheric
surface of large radius,r, is centered at the source. Observe
are stationed at points equally spaced in the angleu on this
sphere, e.g., at the anglesu50°,22.5°,45°,... . Each of the
observers records the radiated electric field at their posi
as a function of the normalized timet/ta , wheret is now the
time with the common delayr /c removed. Figure 5~b! shows
the plots made by these observers. The time axis for e
plot points in the direction of the observer, and the tim
t/ta50 for all of the plots lie on a circle.8 A dashed line in
Fig. 5~b! connects the times of arrival associated with ea
of the two spherical wave fronts,W1 andW2 , shown in Fig.
4.

At any angle shown in Fig. 5~b!, there are two Gaussia
pulses of electric field, one associated with each wave fr

Fig. 4. The magnitude of the electric field surrounding the basic travel
wave element at three times:~a! t/ta50.5, ~b! t/ta51.5, and ~c! t/ta

52.5. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.
291 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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Notice that the separation between the times of arrival
these pulses changes with the angle of observation,u. This is
easily explained with the help of the schematic drawings
Fig. 6. The observer at broadside (u590°), shown in Fig.
6~a!, receives a signal associated with the pulse of curr

-

Fig. 5. ~a! Schematic drawing showing the observers that record the ti
domain wave forms for the radiated field.~b! Radiated or far-zone electric
field of the basic traveling-wave element. The excitation is a Gaussian p
with t/ta50.076.

Fig. 6. Schematic drawings used to describe the difference in the time
arrival for the two pulses in the radiated electric field of the basic traveli
wave element.
291Glenn S. Smith
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leaving the source. This is followed by a second signal as
ciated with the pulse of current entering the terminatio
Both of these signals travel the same distance in free sp
however, the pulse of current had to travel an additio
distance,h, along the element before reaching the termin
tion. So the two signals are separated in time byDt5h/c
5ta .

The observer positioned off of the end of the elementu
'0°), shown in Fig. 6~b!, receives the two signals a
roughly the same time, because the two signals now tra
over approximately the same path. When the angleu is close
to zero, the two signals are separated in time by the sm
amountDt5ta(12cosu)!t. The radiated electric field is
then approximately proportional to the temporal derivative
the current:

Er~r ,t !5
m0h

4prDt
@ I s~ t2r /c!2I s~ t2r /c2Dt !#sinuû

'
m0h

4pr

dIs~ t2r /c!

dt
uû. ~15!

This is why the field at the angleu522.5° in Fig. 5~b! re-
sembles the derivative of the Gaussian pulse~14!.

An analogy can be drawn between the radiation from t
pulse-excited, basic traveling-wave element and the radia
from a moving point charge. When the pulse of char
leaves the source of the element, radiation is produce~a
spherical wave front with positive electric field!. This is
analogous to a point charge undergoing acceleration in
direction of the velocity. As the pulse of charge moves alo
the element, no radiation is produced. This is analogous
point charge moving with constant velocity. When the pu
of charge enters the termination of the element, radiatio
again produced~a spherical wave front with negative electr
field!. This is analogous to a point charge undergoing de
eration in the direction of the velocity. Notice that the rad
tion from the traveling-wave element, shown in Fig. 5~b!, is
zero in the direction of the motion of the pulse of charge, t
is atu50°, and maximum at a small angle to this directio
These characteristics are similar to those forbremsstrahlung
shown in Fig. 1~b!.

III. WIRE ANTENNAS AS SUPERPOSITIONS OF
TRAVELING-WAVE ELEMENTS

More complicated wire antennas can be modeled by
perimposing basic traveling-wave elements. Before we
perform this superposition, we must obtain the electrom
netic field of a traveling-wave element with a more gene
orientation than shown in Fig. 3. Consider the orientat
shown in Fig. 7. Here, the element is displaced from thz
axis so that it lies in thex–z plane with the source end a
O8. The translation of the source point is described by
distanced and the angleb (0<b,2p). In addition, the
element is rotated through the angleg (0<g,2p) with
respect to thez axis. In the discussion that follows, we wi
only be concerned with the electromagnetic field at fi
points,P, that lie in thex–z plane.

The previously obtained formulas for the electromagne
field, ~10! and~11!, now apply in the primed coordinate sy
tems (r 8,u8;r h8 ,uh8) shown in Fig. 7. To use these formula
we must express these coordinates in terms of the varia
292 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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that specify the location and orientation of the element~d, b,
g! and the coordinates of the field point~r, u!:

r 85Ar 21d222rd cos~u2b!, ~16!

r h85A~r 8!21h212h@d cos~b2g!2r cos~u2g!#, ~17!

cosu85F r cos~u2g!2d cos~b2g!

r 8 G ,
sinu85F r sin~u2g!2d sin~b2g!

r 8 G , ~18!

cosuh85
r 8 cosu82h

r h8
, sinuh85

r 8 sinu8

r h8
. ~19!

The relationships between the unit vectors in the primed
unprimed coordinate systems are

r̂ 85cosx8 r̂ 1sinx8û, û852sinx8 r̂ 1cosx8û, ~20!

r̂ h85cosj8 r̂ 1sinj8û, ûh852sinj8 r̂ 1cosj8û, ~21!

where the auxiliary anglesx8, j8, which are shown in the
inset in Fig. 7, have been introduced:

x85g1u82u, j85g1uh82u. ~22!

Computation of the electromagnetic field of the travelin
wave element using~16!–~22! with ~10! and~11! may appear
to be a formidable task; however, it is easily accomplish
with a simple computer program. For a specified field po
~r, u!, first the quantities in~16!–~22! are determined; then
these quantities are substituted into~10! and ~11! to deter-
mine the field.9 For an antenna composed of several ba
traveling-wave elements, each with different values ofd, b,
g, the field is determined for each element, and the fields
all of the elements are added to obtain the field of the
tenna.

Fig. 7. Coordinates associated with the displaced basic traveling-w
element.
292Glenn S. Smith
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For the special case of the radiated or far-zone field, tak
the limit r /ct→` greatly simplifies~16!–~22!, so on substi-
tution into ~12!, we obtain a very simple result for the ele
tric field:

Er~r ,t !5
m0c sin~u2g!

4pr @12cos~u2g!#
~ I s$t2@r 2d cos~u2b!#/c%

2I s$t2@r 2d cos~u2b!#/c

2~h/c!@12cos~u2g!#%!û. ~23!

IV. THE STANDING-WAVE DIPOLE ANTENNA

Our first application of the method of analysis outlined
Sec. III will be to the dipole antenna shown in Fig. 2. W
will assume that the source produces a traveling wave
current ~a pulse of positive charge! that propagates at th
speed of light up the top arm of the dipole. A similar trave
ing wave of current~a pulse of negative charge! propagates
down the bottom arm of the dipole. These waves are tot
reflected when they reach the open ends of the dipole at
t5ta5h/c. This produces traveling waves of current th
propagate on the arms from the open ends toward the so
We will assume that these waves are totally absorbed w
they reach the source at timet52ta52h/c.

This dipole antenna can be viewed as the combination
four basic traveling-wave elements shown in Fig. 8. The
rameters for each of the elements (i 51,2,3,4) are given in
Table I. They are the relative length of the element (hi /h),
the previously defined quantities giving the location and o

Fig. 8. The standing-wave dipole antenna~a! as a combination of four basic
traveling-wave elements~b!.

Table I. Parameters for the four basic traveling-wave elements used to
resent the standing-wave dipole antenna.

i Sign t0i /ta b i di /h g i hi /h

1 1 0 0 0 0 1
2 1 1 0 1 p 1
3 2 0 0 0 p 1
4 2 1 p 1 0 1
293 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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entation of the element (di /h,b i ,g i), and two new quanti-
ties: the ‘‘sign’’ associated with the charge on the eleme
positive for the top elements and negative for the bott
elements, and the relative time for the excitation of t
source of the element (t0i /ta). The last quantity accounts fo
the fact that the sources for all of the elements are not exc
at the same time. For example, the excitation of element
delayed by the timeta5h/c from that for element 1 to ac
count for the fact that the pulse has to travel the length
element 1, i.e.,h, before it reaches the source end of elem
2.

The electromagnetic field of the dipole antenna is the
perposition of the electromagnetic fields of the four ba
traveling-wave elements:

E~r ,t !5(
i 51

4

Ei~r ,t !, B~r ,t !5(
i 51

4

Bi~r ,t !. ~24!

To obtain numerical results, this operation can be perform
using the formulas presented in Secs. II and III with a sim
computer program. However, because the elements ar
simply arranged for this example~elements are superim
posed and aligned with thez axis!, the operation can be
performed analytically to give

E~r ,t !5
m0c

2pr sinu
$@ I s~ t2r /c!1I s~ t22h/c2r /c!#û

2I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!ûh

2I s~ t2h/c2r 2h /c!û2h%, ~25!

B~r ,t !5
m0

2pr sinu
@ I s~ t2r /c!1I s~ t22h/c2r /c!

2I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!2I s~ t2h/c2r 2h /c!#f̂.

~26!

There are now three spherical coordinate systems used in
description of the field; they are shown in Fig. 2: the syst
r ,u,w with origin at the center of the antenna, the syste
r h ,uh ,wh with origin at the top of the antenna, and the sy
tem r 2h ,u2h ,w2h with origin at the bottom of the antenna
The azimuthal coordinate is the same in all systems, soŵh

5ŵ2h5ŵ. In the limit asr /ct→`, ~25! simplifies to be-
come the radiated or far-zone electric field:

Er~r ,t !5
m0c

2pr sinu
$I s~ t2r /c!1I s~ t2r /c22h/c!

2I s@ t2r /c2~h/c!~12cosu!#

2I s@ t2r /c2~h/c!~11cosu!#%û. ~27!

Figures 9 and 10 show the magnitude of the electric fi
surrounding the dipole and the radiated electric field, resp
tively. The parameters and method of construction~times,
scaling of the plots, etc.! are the same as used for the grap
for the traveling-wave element in Figs. 4 and 5~b!. There are
now four spherical wave fronts associated with the radiati
These wave fronts are generated whenever the pulse
current/charge encounter the source or the open ends:W1 ,
centered atz50, when the pulses leave the source;W2 and
W28 , centered atz5h and z52h, respectively, when the
pulses are reflected from the open ends; andW3 , centered at

p-
293Glenn S. Smith
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z50, when the pulses are absorbed at the source. Again
see the analogy to a moving point charge. Radiation is p
duced each time the motion of the pulses of current/cha
starts, stops, or undergoes a change in direction at the
ends.

Notice that in Fig. 9~c! there is negligible electric field
about the source and open ends of the standing-wave dip
This is to be compared with Fig. 4~c! for the traveling-wave
element, where there are strong electric fields about
source and the termination. There is no accumulation
charge at the source or open ends of the dipole; eq
amounts of positive and negative charge simultaneou
leave or enter the source, and the traveling waves of ch
are totally reflected at the open ends.

As discussed in Sec. I, the conventional treatment for
dipole antenna is for time-harmonic excitation. Results
this special case can be obtained using the formulas we

Fig. 9. The magnitude of the electric field surrounding the standing-w
dipole antenna at three times:~a! t/ta50.5, ~b! t/ta51.5, and~c! t/ta

52.5. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.
294 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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presented in this section by simply assuming a tim
harmonic current for the source. For example, when
make the current of the source

I s~ t !5Re~ I se
j vt!, ~28!

with the phasor

I s52
jejk0hI 0

2 sin~k0h!
, ~29!

and use this current with~27!; we obtain the phasor for the
radiated electric field given earlier~5!.

Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the electric field s
rounding the traveling-wave element~a! and the standing-
wave dipole~b! for time-harmonic excitation. These graph
were constructed using the expressions for the electrom
netic fields~10! and ~25! with a cosinusoidal excitation, in
stead of the Gaussian pulse used in the earlier examp
These pictures are for a single instant in time and a
quency for whichh/l052. For this choice of frequency, fou
half cycles of the cosinusoidal current fit along one elem
of the antenna. Recall, for the earlier examples, roughly f
Gaussian pulses of current fit along one element. Compa
Figs. 11~a! and 11~b! for time-harmonic excitation with Figs
4 and 9 for pulse excitation, it is clear that the simplicity
the latter makes the interpretation for the origin of the rad
tion much easier.

e

Fig. 10. Radiated or far-zone electric field of the standing-wave dip
antenna. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.
294Glenn S. Smith
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In Fig. 11~a! we can clearly see radial lines on which th
magnitude of the electric field is a relative minimum. Th
are caused by the destructive interference of the elec
fields of wave frontsW1 and W2 . In between these lines
there are relative maxima caused by constructive inter
ence. Similar behavior is seen in Fig. 11~b!.

V. CIRCULAR LOOP ANTENNAS

When the wire of an antenna is curved, the antenna
still be viewed as a superposition of basic traveling-wa
elements, but the elements are no longer collinear, as
are for the dipole. The curvature of the wire produces ad
tional interesting characteristics for the radiation that we w
now examine.

Figure 12~a! shows a traveling-wave, circular loop an
tenna of radiusb. We will assume that the source produce
traveling wave of current~a pulse of positive charge! that
propagates at the speed of light in the clockwise direct
around the loop until it reaches the termination where i
totally absorbed:10

I cw~c,t !5I s~ t2bc/c!@U~bc!2U~bc22pb!#. ~30!

Fig. 11. The magnitude of the electric field surrounding~a! the basic
traveling-wave element and~b! the standing-wave dipole antenna for a tim
harmonic excitation withh/l052.0.
295 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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The anglec(0<c,2p) in this expression determines th
location on the circumference of the loop. This antenna
be viewed as the combination of a large number,i
51,2,3,...,n, of basic traveling-wave elements. The first fe
elements in this representation are shown in Fig. 12~b!. The
parameters that describe these elements are

h52b sin~d/2!, d52p/n, ~31!

di52b sin@~ i 21!d/2#, b i5~ i 21!d/2,
~32!

g i5~ i 21/2!d,

t0i5ta~ i 21!sin~d/2!, ~33!

whereta52b/c is now the time for light to travel across th
diameter of the loop.

Figure 13 shows the magnitude of the electric field s
rounding the loop at two times:t/ta55p/851.96 and
3p/254.71, and Fig. 14 shows the radiated or far-zone fie
For both plotst/ta50.076, and 65 traveling-wave elemen

Fig. 12. ~a! Traveling-wave, circular loop antenna.~b! Details for the large
number of basic traveling-wave elements used to represent the loop.
295Glenn S. Smith
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are used to represent the loop~the length of one element i
h/b50.097!. We can distinguish three wave fronts in the
figures. The spherical wave frontsW1 andW3 are produced
when the pulse of current/charge leaves the source an
absorbed at the termination, respectively, and the wave fr

Fig. 13. The magnitude of the electric field surrounding the traveling-wa
circular loop antenna at two times:~a! t/ta55p/851.96, ~b! t/ta53p/2
54.71. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.

Fig. 14. Radiated or far-zone electric field of the traveling-wave, circu
loop antenna. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.
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t,

W2 , is continuously produced as the pulse propagates aro
the loop. The cause of wave frontsW1 andW3 is the same as
for the basic traveling-wave element discussed earlier; h
ever, the cause of wave frontW2 is new; it is due to the
curvature of the loop.

The schematic drawing in Fig. 15~a! shows the contribu-
tions to wave frontW2 from 11 points equally spaced alon
the loop; it is for the same time as Fig. 13~a!, t/ta55p/8.
We will use this drawing to explain the spiral shape of th
wave front. First we will consider the contribution from
point A on the loop. The wave of current/charge leaves
source at pointS and travel along the loop until it reache
point A. The path in free space for the radiation from th
point onward is tangential to the loop and in the forwa
direction ~in the direction of the motion of the charge!. It is
shown by the dashed lineA–P in Fig. 15~a!. The total dis-
tance traveled by the signal in going from the source to
point P on W2 is d5ct5c(5p/8)ta . This distance is the
same for any of the other points shown on the loop. Thus,
longer the distance the signal travels on the loop, the sho
the distance it travels in free space. For the last point, mar
B in Fig. 15~a!, the signal never leaves the loop; it travels t
entire distanced on the loop.

The schematic drawing in Fig. 15~b! shows the details for
the radiated electric field at the angleu5135° in Fig. 14. At
this angle, the fields of the three wave fronts are clea
separated in time. Wave frontW2 appears to originate at
point on the loop where the tangent line to the loop points
the direction of the observer. As indicated in Fig. 15~b!, this
can be ascertained from the time of arrival ofW2 relative to
W1 .

Notice that in Fig. 13~a! there is a strong electric field
about the source, which is due to the negative charge
remains at the source after the pulse of positive cha
leaves. When the pulse of positive charge enters the te
nation, which is colocated with the source, it cancels t
negative charge. Hence, there is negligible electric fi
around the source and termination in Fig. 13~b!.

Recall that for a moving point charge, radiation occu
whenever there is acceleration~1!. The acceleration does no
have to change the magnitude of the velocity,uvu, or speed to
produce radiation—a charge moving over a curved traject
at constant speed will radiate. For this case, the accelera
is perpendicular to the velocity, and the radiation, shown
Fig. 1~c!, is a beam in the direction of the velocity; that is,
is along a line tangent to the trajectory in the direction of t
motion. Notice the similarity of this radiation to that for th
pulse-excited, curved wire antenna~circular loop!. Hence,
we can add a new element to the analogy for these
problems: The radiation that occurs as a pulse of curr
charge passes along a curved section of a wire antenn
analogous to thesynchrotronradiation from a point charge
traveling at constant speed over a similar curved section
its trajectory.

A standing-wave loop antenna is formed by simply pla
ing a source in a circle of wire@Fig. 12~a! without the ter-
mination#. The source produces two traveling waves of c
rent. One is due to a pulse of positive charge propagatin
the clockwise direction, as given by Eq.~30!, and the other is
due to a pulse of negative charge propagating in the coun
clockwise direction:11

I ccw~c,t !5I s@ t2~2p2c!b/c#

3@U~bc!2U~bc22pb!#. ~34!

,

r
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Fig. 15. Schematic drawings used to describe the electric field of the circular, traveling-wave loop antenna.~a! Near field at the timet/ta55p/8. ~b! Radiated
or far field at the angleu53p/45135°.
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These waves are partially reflected when they reach
source at timet5pta52pb/c. This produces a new set o
traveling waves of current that also propagate around
loop and are partially reflected at the source at timet
52pta54pb/c. This process is repeated until there is ne
ligible current left on the loop. If we call the reflection coe
ficient for charge at the sourceRQ (uRQu,1), the current
composed of all of these traveling waves is

I ~c,t !5 (
n50

`

~2RQ!n@ I cw~c,t22pnb/c!

1I ccw~c,t22pnb/c!#, ~35!

and the electric field of the loop is

E~r ,t !5 (
n50

`

~2RQ!n@Ecw~r ,t22pnb/c!

1Eccw~r ,t22pnb/c!#, ~36!

whereEcw is the field of a single clockwise traveling wave
current, andEccw is the field of a single counterclockwis
traveling wave of current. Each of the fields in this sum c
be determined from a superposition of basic traveling-w
elements. When implemented on a computer, the calcula
for the total field is only a little more complicated than th
calculation for the field of a single traveling wave of curre

The radiated or far-zone electric field for a standing-wa
loop antenna withRQ520.5 is shown in Fig. 16~a!. The
other parameters are the same as for the traveling-wave
antenna discussed earlier. Notice that there are now two s
metrically located, spiral wave forms,W2 and W28 ; the
former is caused by the clockwise traveling wave of curr
and the latter by the counterclockwise traveling wave of c
rent.
297 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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The thin-wire, circular loop antenna with time-harmon
excitation has been analyzed with a theory based on a F
rier series expansion for the current distribution on t
loop.12 Results from this theory are in excellent agreem
with measurements. This theory can be used with the Fou
transform to obtain results for pulse excitation. In Fig. 16~b!
we show the radiated field calculated in this manner. For
example, the ratio of the radius of the loopb to the radius of
the wirea forming the loop isb/a53500, and the character
istic impedance of the transmission line feeding the loop
Z05100V. A comparison of these accurate results w
those in Fig. 16~a! from our simple, approximate mode
shows that there is good qualitative agreement. The pre
tions from the simple model for the location, sense, and re
tive amplitude of the pulses associated with the various w
fronts are roughly correct.13

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method for obtaining the electromagne
field of simple wire antennas with a general, assumed dis
bution of current is presented. The procedure is fai
straightforward: The antenna is viewed as a combination
basic traveling-wave elements, and the electromagnetic fi
of the antenna is obtained as a superposition of the field
these elements. An analytic expression is given for the fi
of the traveling-wave element that can be used in this pro
dure; it applies at any point in space~near zone or far zone!.
When the current/charge is a narrow pulse in time, the fi
at a point in space can be associated with a traveling wav
current passing a particular point on the antenna at an ea
time. Using this observation, a simple analogy is construc
between the radiation from these antennas and the radia
from a moving point charge. This analogy is helpful in pr
dicting the radiation from new, pulse-excited, wire antenn
297Glenn S. Smith



for the

Fig. 16. Radiated or far-zone electric field of the standing-wave, circular loop antenna. The excitation is a Gaussian pulse witht/ta50.076.~a! Computed
using a superposition of basic traveling-wave elements,RQ520.5. ~b! Computed using an accurate analysis based on a Fourier series expansion
current,b/a53500,Z05100V.
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The analogy with the moving point charge can be e
tended to include phenomena not discussed in this pape
an example, we mention the pulse-excited, insulated, lin
antenna. This is a wire antenna coated with a concen
cylindrical, dielectric sheath and placed in a medium with
permittivity that is higher than that of the sheath. In a pra
tical application, the sheath could be plastic, and the s
rounding medium could be soil or water. Because of
difference in the permittivities of the sheath and the s
rounding medium, the wave of current/charge on this
tenna travels at a speed greater than the speed of light in
surrounding medium. This produces radiation that is ana
gous to Cherenkov radiation, which occurs whenever
speed of a moving point charge is greater than the spee
light in the surrounding medium.14

Models like the one presented in this paper, whether t
are for pulse excitation or for time-harmonic excitation, ha
a common weakness—they are based on an assumed
proximate current distribution on the antenna. The elec
magnetic fields calculated from these models are general
good qualitative agreement with more accurate predicti
and measurements, and they are generally sufficient for
derstanding the physical phenomena associated with the
diation. However, these models cannot be relied upon
precise calculations of other quantities, such as the input
pedance of the antenna, that are more sensitive to the for
the current.

The methodology presented in this paper is for transm
ting antennas; a similar methodology has been developed
receiving antennas. Perhaps the receiving antenna will be
subject of a future paper.
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APPENDIX A: CHARGE PER UNIT LENGTH ON
THE BASIC TRAVELING-WAVE ELEMENT

The equation of continuity for electric charge in one sp
tial dimension,

]I ~z,t !

]z
52

]Q~z,t !

]t
, ~A1!

can be integrated to give

Q~z,t !52E
t852`

t ]I ~z,t8!

]z
dt8, ~A2!

where it is assumed thatQ(z,t52`)50. On substitution of
the distribution of current~7!, ~A2! becomes

Q~z,t !52E
t852`

t ]I s~ t82z/c!

]z
dt8@U~z!2U~z2h!#

2E
t852`

t

I s~ t82z/c!dt8
]

]z
@U~z!2U~z2h!#

52E
t852`

t ]I s~ t82z/c!

]z
dt8@U~z!2U~z2h!#

2E
t852`

t

I s~ t8!dt8 d~z!

1E
t852`

t

I s~ t82h/c!dt8 d~z2h!. ~A3!

Now we can use the relation
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]I s~ t2z/c!

]z
52

1

c

]I s~ t2z/c!

]t
~A4!

to evaluate the first integral and obtain the final express
for the charge per unit length:

Q~z,t !5
1

c
I s~ t2z/c!@U~z!2U~z2h!#

2E
t852`

t

I s~ t8!dt8 d~z!1E
t852`

t

I s~ t82h/c!

3dt8 d~z2h!, ~A5!

where it is assumed thatI s(z,t52`)50. After using the
notation given in~9!, ~A5! becomes~8!.

APPENDIX B: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF
THE BASIC TRAVELING-WAVE ELEMENT

The scalar electric potentialF and the vector magneti
potentialA in the Lorentz gauge are given by the followin
integrals of the volume charge densityr and volume current
densityJ:

F~r ,t !5
1

e0
E

t852`

` E E E
V

r~r 8,t8!

3G0~r ,r 8;t,t8!dV8 dt8, ~B1!

A~r ,t !5m0E
t852`

` E E E
V

J~r 8,t8!

3G0~r ,r 8;t,t8!dV8 dt8, ~B2!

where r 8 locates the source point,r locates the field point,
andG0 is the free-space, scalar Green’s function:15

G0~r ,r 8;t,t8!5
d~ t2t82R/c!

4pR
, R5ur2r 8u. ~B3!

For the basic traveling-wave element, the charge and cur
are confined to thez axis, and there is only one component
the current~z!; hence,~B1! and ~B2! simplify to become

F~r ,t !5
1

e0
E

t852`

` E
z852`

`

Q~z8,t8!

3G0~r ,z8;t,t8!dz8 dt8, ~B4!

Az~r ,t !5m0E
t852`

` E
z852`

`

I ~z8,t8!

3G0~r ,z8;t,t8!dz8 dt8, ~B5!

with

G0~r ,z8;t,t8!5
d~ t2t82R/c!

4pR
,

R5Ax21y21~z2z8!2. ~B6!

After inserting the charge~8! into ~B4! and the current~7!
into ~B5!, using the properties of the step and delta functio
and introducing the change of variable

h5t2R/c2z8/c, dh5
h1z/c2t

R
dz8, ~B7!
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the potentials become

F~r ,t !5
1

4pe0
F1

r
q0~ t2r /c!1

1

r h
qh~ t2r h /c!

1E
h5t2r /c

t2h/c2r h /c Qs~h!

h1z/c2t
dhG , ~B8!

Az~r ,t !5
m0

4p E
h5t2r /c

t2h/c2r h /c I s~h!

h1z/c2t
dh. ~B9!

Now the potential functions must be differentiated to obta
the electric and magnetic fields:

E52¹F2
]Az

]t
ẑ, ~B10!

B5¹Ã~Azẑ!52 ẑÃ¹Az . ~B11!

After inserting~B8! and~B9! into ~B10! and~B11! and using
Leibniz’s rule to differentiate the integrals, the electric a
magnetic fields become

E~r ,t !52
1

4pe0
H ¹Fq0~ t2r /c!

r G1¹hFqh~ t2r h /c!

r h
G

2F I s~ t2r /c!

z2r G¹~ t2r /c!

1F I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

~z2h!2r h
G¹h~ t2h/c2r h /c!

1E
h5t2r /c

t2h/c2r h /c 1

c
I s~h!¹S 1

h1z/c2t Ddh

2
1

c F I s~ t2r /c!

z2r
2

I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

~z2h!2r h

2E
h5t2r /c

t2h/c2r h /c 1

c
I s~h!

]

]t S 1

h1z/c2t DdhG ẑJ ,

~B12!

B~r ,t !5 ẑ3S m0

4p H cF I s~ t2r /c!

z2r G¹~ t2r /c!

2cF I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

~z2h!2r h
G¹h~ t2h/c2r h /c!

2E
h5t2r /c

t2h/c2r h /c

I s~h!¹S 1

h1z/c2t DdhJ D .

~B13!

It is permissible to perform the gradient and curl operation
~B10! and ~B11! in either of the two spherical coordinat
systems shown in Fig. 3. Thus, in~B12! and~B13! we have
¹ when the coordinatesr, u, w are to be used and¹h when
the coordinatesr h , uh , wh are to be used. Now the fina
expressions for the electric and magnetic fields are obta
by performing the differentiations in~B12! and ~B13! and
combining terms:
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E~r ,t !5
1

4pe0
Fq0~ t2r /c!

r 2 r̂ 1
qh~ t2r h /c!

r h
2 r̂ h

1
cot~u/2!I s~ t2r /c!

cr
û

2
cot~uh/2!I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

crh
ûhG , ~B14!

B~r ,t !5
m0

4p Fcot~u/2!I s~ t2r /c!

r

2
cot~uh/2!I s~ t2h/c2r h /c!

r h
G ŵ. ~B15!
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Theory, and Applications~MIT, Cambridge, MA, 1981!, Chap. 9, pp.
527–570; G. Zhou and G. S. Smith, ‘‘An accurate theoretical model
the thin-wire circular half-loop antenna,’’ IEEE Trans. Antennas Prop
39, 1167–1177~1991!.

13The good agreement is partly the result of choosing the wire of the loo
be very thin. For thicker wire, there will be noticeable differences;
example, for the actual antenna, the pulses will decrease in ampli
more rapidly with increasingt/ta than for the simple model.

14See Ref. 1, pp. 579–583; T. W. Hertel and G. S. Smith, ‘‘Pulse radia
from an insulated antenna: An analog of Cherenkov radiation from a m
ing charged particle,’’ IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag.48, 165–172~2000!.

15See Ref. 1, pp. 341–347.
TOO MANY PEARLS?

Newton, in a scholium to his Third Law of Motion, has stated the relation between work and
kinetic energy in a manner so perfect that it cannot be improved, but at the same time with so little
apparent effort or desire to attract attention that no one seems to have been struck with the great
importance of the passage till it was pointed out recently by Thomson and Tait.

James Clerk Maxwell,Theory of Heat~Appleton, New York, 1872!, p. 91.
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